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Abstract
Newton in his Principia gives an ingenious generalization of the Hel-
lenistic theory of ratios and inspired experimentally gives a tensor-like
definition of multiplication of quantities measured with his ratios. An
extraordinary feature of his definition is generality: namely his definition
a priori allows non commutativity of multiplication of measured quanti-
ties, which may give a non-trivial linkage to experimental facts subject to
quantum mechanics discovered some two hundred years later. Mathemat-
ical scheme he introduces with this ingenious definition is closely related
to the contemporary approach in spectral geometry. His definition reveals
in particular that commutativity of the multiplication of quantities with
physical dimension has the status of experimental assumption and does
not have to be fulfilled in reality, although neither the mathematical tools
nor experimental evidence could allow Newton to carry out the case when
the multiplication is noncommutative. We present a detailed analysis of
his definition as well as a linkage to the theory of representations of al-
gebras with involution (and with normal forms of von Neumann algebras
and Jordan Banach algebras).
1 Introduction
In his extraordinary epoch-making book Philosophiae naturalis principia math-
ematica [Newton1687], commonly known under the short name Principia, New-
ton developed axiomatical mechanics of motion, and gave extraordinarily ef-
fective computational tools allowing to compute enormous variety of quantities
∗Electronic address: jaroslaw.wawrzycki@wp.pl
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verifiable experimentally, and uncovered connections of what was seemed un-
connected before. Here we concentrate on the theory of proportions or rather
on the Newton’s usage of the Eudoxus theory of ratios. Newton gives a revo-
lutionary view on the notion of ratio and proposes to extend Eudoxus’ theory
so as to embrace his fluents, fluxions, and his momenta (geometric representors
of differentials) thus using ratios of not only such quantities as rectangles, their
sides, and so on but also he uses ratios of fluents, or of fluxions, or momenta.
Although Newton does not axiomatize the proportion (or ratio) of such general
quantities as fluents explicitly nor gives any axiomatic or descriptive presenta-
tions of it, nonetheless he gives in the Principia a very consequent usage of ratio,
quantity and number, and proceeding by hints and examples gives a very inter-
esting programme for developing analysis and geometry which was ahead of his
times but which fits very well with the contemporary mathematics and physics
and in fact lies at the very front of nowadays mathematics. Here we extend
slightly Newton’s suggestion, and try to give it more explicit shape, although
the original Newton’s presentation is an art en soi. Hidden among research into
celestial mechanics, this ingenious programme has hardly been drawn to the at-
tention of mathematicians. To my knowledge only one of the greatest giants of
mathematics, Bernhard Riemann and Richard Dedekind seemed to be inspired
by this programme, but their works inspired by it were themselves hardly ac-
cessible to the mathematical community. We therefore think that our accout is
well motivated.
Newton was very brief in presenting mathematical tools used in Principia
which he founded himself, but his short hints was ingeniously right, and as the
history of mathematics revealed they pointed decisive constructions allowing
us to bypass the hardest difficulties. For example at his time there were some
paradoxes in analysis, and among them the so called paradox of indivisibles,
which undermined the so called method of indivisibles commonly used at New-
ton’s times. Newton pointed out that the Archimedes method supported on
the Eudoxus theory of ratios may be extended and used to solve the difficulties
encountered in analysis, or, what is the same thing, that the Eudoxus theory
of ratios may be extended allowing us to make ratios of fluents, fluxions, . . . .
This may seem very unexpected for us today, because this idea requires a study
of function-like spaces with non-trivial order structure and linear topology – an
approach developed systematically only at the beginning of the previous century
mainly by Banach. This is indeed the case however, because Newton founded
his mathematics on ratios and proportions treating the ratios of geometric rep-
resentors of fluents (functions) as the analogue of the ordinary ratios of Eudoxus
theory. We must remember that only after Dirichlet we have the Cantor-like
definition of function at our disposal. Newton did differently. Moreover, he
treated in the same way the theory of algebraic and real analytic functions –
representors of some geometric quantities – treating them as algebraic elements
composing whole spaces1, which may be multiplied and added and which may
1Better: composing fields, i.e. with the inversion for every non-zero element.
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be resolved into rapidly converging power series.2 This idea was afterwards un-
dertaken by Riemann in his theory of complex analytic functions and especially
by Dedekind and Weber in their algebraic theory of Riemann analytic func-
tions. Newton gives some examples of this idea generalizing Eudoxous ratios
and hidden it among the mathematical Lemmas of the Principia, and among
the consequent usage of the term ratio and of the geometric quantities for which
the ratio he considers throughout the whole Principia.3 From this one can read
of the general picture, which we describe in intuitive terms first, and develop in
the following Sections.
Thus Newton distinguishes, after the Hellenistic mathematicians, between
the geometric quantities4 and ratios which they may compose. Ratios are un-
derstood by him as operations acting on geometric quantities with magnitude
and are think of as of some algebraic quantities which may be multiplied in the
sense of composition of operations. And just as the operations of dressing do
not commute, also here the multiplication a priori may be non-commutative
(dressing first the dress shirt and then the coat is not the same as dressing
first the coat and then the dress shirt). The geometric quantities which com-
pose ratios are never multiplied by Newton in the same sense as ratios. This
distinction is very consequent throughout the whole Principia with (almost)
no exceptions, and is reflected not only in computational manipulations but
also in the notation. For example Newton never writes AB3 or AB2 for the
side AB (or segment AB) or for any geometric quantities AB which may com-
pose a ratio. The notation X3 or X2 is reserved for algebraic quantities, such
as ratios X = ABCD , acting on the geometric quantities CD. For geometric
quantities he writes instead AB × AB × AB or AB × AB, and interprets as a
solid or rectangle if AB is a segment of a line. That rectangle may represent
multiplication of respective ratios requires a proof, and may again be read of
from the Principia although it is encoded between the lines (we give details in
the following Sections). Generally the geometric quantities are quantities with
magnitude, say a dimension – as we call it today, and may be measured in the
sense of (generalized) theory of ratios. Such quantities cannot be multiplied
as dimension-less algebraic quantities such as ratios. Newton notices it, and
generalizes the construction of the rectangle AB × AB introducing something
we call it today a tensor product, with a universal bilinear · × · function, and
calls conjunct dependence. Then proposes × to represent multiplication of his
generalized ratios. Because the bilinear tensor function × may a priori be non-
symmetric (just as the ratio may a priori be non-commutative) if the space of
geometric quantities is higher dimensional, Newton created general mathemati-
cal frames embracing (or allowing to) non-commutative character of observable
2Newton in his writings explicitly points out that the Archimedean quadrature of parabola
gives a strict proof that the geometric series is convergent (Barrow’s notice). On the same
footing he argues that his power series are convergent although no explicit proof can be found
in his mathematical writings.
3The modifications differing the first three authorized Latin editions are not important for
the Newton’s treatment of Eudoxus ratios discussed here.
4Hermann Weyl calls them simply magnitudes in his philosophical writings [Weyl1949] and
[Weyl1987].
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quantities. Although Newton created such general mathematical frames there
where both no observable indications and no mathematical tools (functional
analysis) needed to investigate them in full generality. This ingeniously general
mathematical frame presented already in Principia has been forgotten, both by
physicists and by mathematicians. Only at the beginning of 20th century had
the experimental discoveries around quantum mechanics revived a knew math-
ematical structure (von Neumann and C*-algebras) and approach to geometry
(non-commutative geometry), whose general ideas could be read of from New-
ton’s Principia. Here we present a closer look at the generalized theory of ratios
as suggested by Newton and its connection to the conjunct dependence-tensor
like character structure of measured geometric quantities.
2 Eudoxus’ theory of ratios
Let us remind briefly the rudiments of the Eudoxus theory of ratios in order to
understand better the idea of Newton and afterwards we get over to Newton’s
generalization. Of course information of it comes from Euclid Elements and
the other Hellenistic works, especially those of Archimedes and Apollonius –
sources studied by Newton. Eudoxus’ theory of ratios provides us a transition
from counting to measuring of geometric quantities, such as segments on a line.
Within the domain of the geometric quantities there is defined a congruence
relation =. The geometric quantities a, b, . . . the ratios of which are to be
considered may be added together and are endowed with a magnitude which
allows us to introduce an order relation < between them. Addition + and order
< are compatible: if a < c, then a+ b < c+ b. From a geometric quantity (say
a segment5) a one can compose the quantity 2a, 3a, . . . or na, by forming the
sum a + a, a + a + a . . . or a + · · ·+ a with 2, 3, . . . or n terms; which brings
out the connection between counting and measuring [Weyl1949]. Slightly more
formally we may define the iteration as follows:
α) 1a = a,
β) If n is a natural number, then (n+ 1)a results
from na by the following formula
(n+ 1)a = (na) + a.
5But Eudoxus, Euclid or Archimedes consider various geometric quantities. For example
Archimedes considers plane figures, with the equivalence relation = meaning the equivalence
by a triangle decomposition: two figures are equivalent whenever may be decomposed into
congruent triangles. Addition + and < are self-evident: a figure a is a sum b + c of b
and c whenever there exist triangle decompositions Da,Db,Dc of a, b, c such that Da is a
set theoretical sum of Db and Dc. For the set theoretical culture of Archimedes’ writings
compare the investigations of Reviel Netz and his co-workers: [Netz-S-T2001], [Netz-S-T2001]
and [Noel2001], or compare the comments on actual infinity in Chap. 2 of their popular
book [Netz-Noel1994] (unfortunately their new critical edition of the Heiberg-Archimedes
palimpsest is still in preparation). Of course under the assumption of Archimedes-Eudoxus
postulate and order completeness all such spaces of congruence classes of geometric objects
are mutually isomorphic as to their algebra-order structure and are all isomorphic to the field
of real numbers (Dedekind).
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The assumption that every geometric quantity a may be measured by every
other b Eudoxus, Euclid and Archimedes expressed as follows:
Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate For every two geometric quantities
a and b there exists a natural number n such that na > b.
The equality of ratios is expressed by Euclid as follows:
Eudoxus-Euclid definition Two ratios, a′ : a and c′ : c, are equal to
each other if for arbitrary natural numbers m and n
(I) from na′ < ma it follows nc′ < mc
and
(II) from na′ = ma it follows nc′ = mc
and
(III) from na′ > ma it follows nc′ > mc.
In the original works of Archimedes or Euclid, which place the Eudoxus ra-
tios among the wider context of geometry (the same state of affairs we find in
Principia), there are some postulates concerning the geometric quantities used
without mention, which nevertheless are important for the Eudoxus method of
measuring by ratios. For example we assume that the operation of iterate ad-
dition admits of a unique inversion, which we could suggestively call partition:
given a geometric quantity a and a natural number n there exist one and (up to
the congruence =) only one geometric quantity x such that nx = a; denoted by
a/n. Thus iteration and partition are viewed as operators acting in the domain
of geometric quantities, in particular iteration may be combined with partition.
In particular na/m serves as a composite operation of iteration (n,a) 7→ na
and partition (m,a) 7→ a/m, and is called action of n/m on a. The fractional
symbol n/m denotes the composite operation, and thus two such operations are
equal whenever they are equal as operators acting in the domain of geometric
quantities, i.e. whenever lead to the same result, no matter to what geometric
quantity a they are being applied. Multiplication of fractions is performed by
carrying out one after another the operations which are to be multiplied. In
practice it is sufficient to investigate the behaviour of fractional operations on
the sub domain na, with n ranging over the natural numbers. The fact that
nx = my cannot always for given x of the form na be solved within the sub do-
main of iterated a does not matter here. Using the properties of multiplication
within the natural numbers we easily see that n/m and n′/m′ are equal iff
nm′ = mn′.
It is unnecessary thus to introduce special fractions for each domain of geometric
quantities, as we can characterize them in representation-free manner. This
fundamental observation was already present in the Sumerian mathematical
culture, and the same way of thinking is present in the Principia. Newton’s
way of thinking about more general fractions, namely Eudoxus ratios is the
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same. He treats them as operations acting on the geometric quantities. The
only difference is that because there were no purely arithmetic construction of
Eudoxus ratios at his disposal independent of representation (Dedekind) Newton
proposes to consider both: the algebra of ratios together with the space of
geometric objects acted on by the ratios; i.e. he proposes to proceed after
successful Archimedes method of exhaustion, compare e.g. Newton’s comments
in the Scholium ending the first Section of the first Book of Principia. Here
is the crucial difference between the 19th century mathematics and that of
Newton. For Newton (and for Eudoxus, Archimedes or Euclid) it is up to the
postulates (axioms) of geometry to tell us what geometric object ratios do exist.
The algebra of ratios describing geometry was constructed from geometry, not
conversely. It is only after Dedekind’s arithmetization of real number that the
direction can be inverted. Newton (and Barrow), e.g. in the Scholium mentioned
to above recognized that the problem with indivisibles may be resolved if one
appeals to the continuity just as Archimedes did in his quadrature of parabola:
although we cannot express the completeness in terms of ordinary fractions, we
can nevertheless express it as Eudoxus ratios.
Thus Newton, when suggested to extend the Eudoxus method of ratios in or-
der to way out of the ”labyrinth of the continuum”(Leibniz’s known expression)
proposes to consider ratios of geometric representors of his fluents, their fluxions
(derivative) or momenta (differentials). Principia are written geometrically. In
the first Lemmas the reader will find purely geometric representation of (as we
would say today) the Taylor formula with the Peano remainder together with
the proof that the ratio of the remainder to the first terms goes to zero when-
ever we tend to the origin of the development. Generally all computations are
given geometric expression, and Newton, although proceeds by (an enormous
variety of) examples does not give any axiomatic formulation of his idea. It is
rather evident that he hopes the geometric context to be sufficiently reach for
the program to be realized. He believes that the adequate order relation < and
addition + should be within a constructive reach sufficient for extension of the
method of ratios. In particular in the space of geometric objects there should
exists distinguished elements a (order units, as we call them today: order unit
measures every other geometric quantity, i.e. for any geometric quantity b there
is a natural n such that na > b) such that at least for some geometric objects
b, the pair a, b defines a ratio b : a. However the strong Archimedes-Eudoxus
postulate has to be weakened, so that not every geometric quantity may be
measured by every other, in particular b not necessarily measures a, although
they may compose a well defined ratio b : a. The ratios – viewed as operations
acting on geometric quantities – may be added and multiplied (in the sense of
composing operations) if for any four such quantities a, b, c,d, such that the
first two and the last two compose a ratio: a : b and c : d, there exist other
geometric quantities respectively
(1)
a′, b′, c′ such that
a′ : b′ = a : b and c′ : b′ = c : d
(2)
a′′, b′′,d′′ such that
a′′ : b′′ = a : b and b′′ : d′′ = c : d
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(3)
a′′, b′′, c′′ such that
a′′′ : b′′′ = a : b and c′′′ : a′′′ = c : d.
We have then
(1)
a : b+ c : d = a′ : b′ + c′ : b′ = (a′ + c′) : b′,
(c : d) + (a : b) = c′ : b′ + a′ : b′ = (c′ + b′) : b′,
(2) (a : b) · (c : d) = (a′′ : b′′) · (b′′ : d′′) = a′′ : d′′,
(3) (c : d) · (a : b) = (c′′′ : a′′′) · (a′′′ : b′′′) = c′′′ : b′′′,
In particular in the special case when the Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate is as-
sumed to be valid, then from the Eudoxus-Euclid definition of equality of ratios
(and from continuity, i.e. order completeness) it follows that the conditions
(1)-(3) are fulfilled and the ratios may be added and multiplied. Note however
that commutativity of multiplication must be proved and it is not a trivial con-
sequence of initial assumptions in this approach. In fact the commutativity of
multiplication of ratios is a theorem in the Eudoxus theory, and in the Hellenistic
terminology (Archimedes) the low of commutativity is called ex aequali in per-
turbet proportion6: if a : b = b′ : c′ and b : c = a′ : b′, then a : c = a′ : c′ and
it is formulated as Proposition 23 in Book V of Euclid Elements [Euclid1925].
Remark Note that in fact Archimedes uses the definition of equality of
ratios mentioned to above and used the (order) completeness of the domain of
geometric objects. Dedekind noted that the ratio, as follows from the Eudoxus-
Euclid definition, divides the space of fractions into three classes: I, II, III.
The II class may contain one element at most, and every fraction of I is less
then any of II (if not empty) and of III. Joining I and II (or II with III) we
obtain a Dedekind’s cut. And in geometry we postulate (Dedekind’s axiom) the
existence of that geometric object which stands to the given unit object in the
ratio determined arithmetically by the cut. Thus joining of the classes II and
III corresponds to the following reformulation of Eudoxus-Euclid definition:
Another variant of Eudoxus-Euclid definition Two ratios, a′ : a
and c′ : c, are equal to each other if for arbitrary natural numbers m and
n
(I) from na′ < ma it follows nc′ < mc
and
(II) from na′ ≮ ma it follows nc′ ≮ mc.
3 Generalized ratio and completeness
Of course abandoning the Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate (or weakening it) we
have to generalize the Eudoxus-Euclid definition of equality of ratios. Newton
6In translation of Heath, compare his famous comments to Euclid Elements attached to
his translation of Elements: [Euclid1925]. Newton uses the phrase: ex aequo perturbate
or vicissim or alternando, while Motte in his translation of Principa uses alternando or
permutation.
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does not mention explicitly any necessary modifications, but his geometric rep-
resentors of fluents suggest a natural direction. One can consider two geometric
quantities a and b as incomparable if there is no geometric quantity measured by
a and by b. We call a and by b comparable if they have common set of quanti-
ties measured by them, and moreover if their decompositions into incomparable
components are component-wise comparable: for any decomposition a =
∑
ai
into incomparable components ai there exist (exactly one if a or b is an order
unit) decomposition b =
∑
bi into incomparable components bi such that ai
measures or is measured by bi.
Note that the following condition is trivially fulfilled if the Archimedes-
Eudoxus postulate is valid (in the ordinary Eudoxus theory of ratios): For
any two geometric quantities a and a′ – and thus for any two a and a′ which
may compose a ratio as in this case all of them do – we have:
for every fraction k/l > 0 there exist natural m,nsuch that
k/la ≤ na′ −ma ≤ k/la
and actually the existence of a ratio a′ : a for every two quantities a and a′ is
nothing else but the celebrated completeness of geometric quantities. In more
arithmetic terms and more in the spirit of Dedekind it means that
a′ = λa for λ = inf{m/n : na′ < ma} (1)
so that the ratio a′ : a may be represented arithmetically by the real number λ
(Dedekind’s cut), where inf is with respect to the natural order in the space of
fractions, thus Dedekind’s construction of real number is purely arithmetic. But
keeping the geometric idea of Newton we rewrite (1) in the following manner
a′ = inf
na′<ma
{m/na}, (2)
where in this case inf is in the space of geometric objects, which in Newton’s par-
lance means that a′ compose a ratio a′ : a with a, which in Principia was called
by him last ratio among the ratios m/na : a with m,n verifying na′ < ma. Of
course this example where Archimedes-Eudoxus principle is fulfilled may seem
trivial, and not sufficiently suggestive, but we give now the general definitions
and then compare them with the corresponding passages from Newton’s Prin-
cipia, which inspired them.
Thus, inspired by Newton we assume
Generalized completeness Two geometric quantities a and a′ may
compose a ratio a′ : a if the following two conditions are fulfilled
1) a is an order unit and if a and a′ are comparable: for any decomposition
of a′ = a′1 + a
′
2 into incomparable components a
′
i there exists unique
decomposition a = a1 + a2 into incomparable components ai, such that
a′i is measured by ai, i ∈ {1, 2}.
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2) There exist a decreasingly directed net of decompositions such as in 1)
(denote the set of those decompositions by D) such that
a′ = inf
nia
′
i<miai
{m1/n1a1 + . . .+mk/nkak}
where inf ranges over the decompositions a1 + . . .+ ak ∈ D
We say that the family (not necessary sequence) of decompositions is decreas-
ingly directed if for any two decompositions of that family there exist a third
such that every component of the first two decompositions is a sum of incom-
parable components of the third decomposition.
Of course it is important that for any other family of decreasingly directed
decompositions which have an infimum such as in condition 2) the infimum
should be equal to a′. In subsequent Sections we give many interesting examples
in which this actually holds and the definition makes sense.
One can then compare two ratios a′ : a and c′ : c whenever for every such
decompositions a′i and ai for the first ratio a
′ : a there exist corresponding
decompositions c′i and ci for the second such that ai measures and is measured
by ci, then we put
Generalized Eudoxus-Euclid definition a′ : a and c′ : c are said
to be equal iff for any decomposition a = a1 + a2 and the decompositions
c = c1 + c2, a
′ = a′1 + a
′
2, c
′ = c′1 + c
′
2 corresponding to it, and for
arbitrary natural numbers ni,mi (i ∈ {1, 2})
(I) from nia
′
i < miai it follows nic
′
i < mici
and
(II) from nia
′
i ≮ miai it follows nic
′
i ≮ mici.
Generalized completeness condition is inspired by the following Lemma II,
Book I of Newton’s Principia, which we quote in Motte’s [Newton-M1729] trans-
lation:
”If in any figure AacE, terminated by the right lines Aa, AE, and the
curve acE, there be inscribed any number of parallelograms Ab, Bc, Cd,
e.t.c., comprehended under equal bases AB, BC, CD, e.t.c., and the sides,
Bb,Cc, Dd, e.t.c., parallel to one side Aa of the figure; and the parallel-
ograms aKbl, bLcm, cMdn, e.t.c. are completed. Then if the breadth of
those parallelograms be supposed to be diminished, and their number to be
augmented in infinitum; I say, that the ultimate ratios which the inscribed
figure AKbLcMdD, the circumscribed figure AalbmcndoE, and curvilinear
figure AabcdE, will have to one another, are ratios of equality.”
The generalized Eudoxus-Euclid definition of equality of ratios is in turn inspired
by the following Lemma IV, Book I of Newton’s Principia:
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”If in two figures AacE, PprT, you inscribe (as before) two ranks of par-
allelograms, an equal number in each rank, and, when their breadths are
diminished in infinitum, the ultimate ratios of the parallelograms in one
figure to those in the other, each to each respectively, are the same; I say,
that those two figures AacE, PprT, are to one another in that same ratio.”
Note that here figures are geometric objects which represent geometrically New-
ton’s fluents, which is consequently practised all over the Principa. That the
figures represent fluents has important consequences, because fluents cannot be
reduced just to the area of the figures and subject to the equivalence relation by
partitions as in the Archimedes’ writings on quadrature, and reduced to a space
with the Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate. Fluxions are algebraic objects with
more structure, which in particular may be added in a distinguished manner
reflected by the distinguished abscissa and ordinate. The order structure used
by Newton reflects that along the ordinate, as well as the addition. That the
ordinary Eudoxus theory of ratios must be generalized is seen by a simple exam-
ple of two figures (representing Newton’s fluxions) which cannot be compared,
although we can see that the general lines of reasoning presented in Principia
work pretty good in this case: namely we can consider representors of two flux-
ions such that whenever the ordinate of the first is non-zero the ordinate of the
other is zero. That Newton had in mind that more natural structure of fluxions
to be in agreement with the intended order structure can be seen already in
the cited lemmas as he distinguishes the two lines: abscissa and ordinate. The
same is seen in all other places of Principia. But the intended order is even
more explicitly expressed in the above Lemma IV, although hidden among the
conditions assuring the equality of ratios. Thus Newton intended to construct
such a ratio a′ : a of two figures a′ and a representing his fluents, which deter-
mines a′ uniquely as a representor of a fluent, provided we have a′ : a and a.
Of course no real number or its equivalent can match this demand. Functional
analysis is necessary to develop Newton’s ingenious idea.
The circumstance that in more general situation (i.e. outside the regime of
Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate) not every two ratios are immediately compa-
rable along the Eudoxus-Euclid-type definition, mentioned to above, enhances
the role of the fact that the ratio is an operation acting in the space of geomet-
ric quantities. Namely, two ratios a′ : a and b′ : b may also be compared as
operations acting in the space. In natural situation the space is linear over the
reals. The fact that the space of geometric quantities which can be measured
by a fixed quantity b is additively closed and that the composition of two ratios
is well defined whenever each of them is well defined as operation acting in the
space is expressed by the following two postulates implicitly used in Euclid’s
Elements (compare the comment of Heath [Euclid1925]):
Additivity postulate If b measures c and b measures d, then b mea-
sures the sum c+ d.
Composition postulate If b measures c and c measures d, then b
measures d.
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That the ratio as an operation acting on geometric quantities is additive is
expressed by the following theorem
if a′ : a = b′ : b then a′ : a = b′ : b = (a′ + b′) : (a+ b),
expressed as Proposition 12, Book V of Euclid Elements, and which is quoted by
Aristotle (Eth. Nic. v. 7, 1131 b 14) in the shortened form “the whole is to the
whole what each part is to each part (respectively)”; Newton in his Principia
uses the term compositio to designate this property of ratios.
Thus the space Sb of geometric quantities which can be measured by a fixed
quantity b generates a linear space Sb − Sb in which a representation of the
algebra of ratios acts. These postulates are sufficiently general to be kept in
the more general situation suggested by Newton, with the natural proviso in
the composition postulate that c and b compose a ratio, as well as that d and
c do, and that both order units b and c are comparable. In general the ratio
a : b transforming b into a is uniquely determined by b and a and by the sur-
rounding geometric axioms as a linear operator in the linear space generated
by Sb. Thus the Eudoxus-Euclid-type definition of equality of ratios will suffice
in determining fully the set of equivalence classes of ratios. Although there is
a woe: the multiplication structure given by ratio composition will not always
agree with the composition of ratios as linear operators acting in the linear
space generated by Sb (though both actions of a ratio d : c agree in the sub-
space of Sb of positive elements comparable with the order unit c defining the
ratio d : c). The situation when they do not agree may happen only if the linear
operator multiplication structure of ratios is non-commutative, although this is
not always the case, even for the non-commutative linear-operator composition
of ratios. Ratios always commute whenever are comparable, and thus compose
commutative sub algebras of ratios of comparable quantities, which can be com-
monly measured. (Compare the Jordan-Von Neumann-Wigner characterisation
of observable algebras [Neumann1936].)
Remark Of course abandoning the Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate poten-
tially one have many different ways of generalizing the notion of ratio, but the
proposed generalization of completeness seems natural. The proposed one may
be called a “point-wise completeness” characteristic of measure theory or for
weak closedeness of von Neumann operator algebras. Is this the only structure
which can be successfully treated within the proportion theory? We don’t think
so. However it is a very subtle and difficult task to fine tune the complete-
ness and to strength it just as to pick out the ratios corresponding to ratios of
“smooth” geometric objects interesting enough. Newton, nonetheless, suggested
a way to proceed with this task with his proportions (ratios) and suggested to
use the general method of ratios to his differentials, moments as he calls them,
and to geometric representors of his fluents and fluxions. Having established
the “smooth geometric objects” (very non-trivial task) we may than impose
“uniform-type completeness” much stronger than the “point like” with respect
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to the norm
‖ a ‖= inf
−m/nu<a<m/nu
{m/n > 0}, where u is an order unit
characteristic of topology or of uniform or norm completeness of C*-sub algebras
of operators in Hilbert space. But before embarking on differential and topology
structures we prefer first to give some measure-theoretical examples and show
how they match with the theory of ratios.
4 First elementary example
Let us give simple example. We assume that the geometric space induced by Sb
is complete in the sense that for any fixed element a of Sb the order completion
of the elements of the form ma/n does not leads us out of the space Sb and
compose a subspace fulfilling the Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate. In short we
assume that Sb generates a real linear space, with the action induced by the
action of fractions m/n discussed above, in which Sb forms a cone of positive
elements:
1) if a ∈ Sb, then a 6= 0
2) if a ∈ Sb and c ∈ Sb, then a+ c ∈ Sb,
3) if R ∋ λ > 0 and a ∈ Sb, then λa ∈ Sb.
We assume further and only for simplicity that the linear space H = Sb − Sb
generated by Sb is finite dimensional over the reals. It is convenient to use the
space Sa of quantities measured by a even for more general a, which may not
be any order unit. When H is finite dimensional using the minimal quantities
is convenient: we say that a is minimal iff from na > b for some natural n
it follows that mb > a for some natural m. It is easily seen that a ∈ Sb is
minimal if and only if a is not a sum of two incomparable elements of Sb (i.e.
sum of two incomparable non-zero positive elements). Thus in finite dimensional
H any element of Sb is a sum of incomparable minimal elements of Sb. It is
easily seen that the linear subspace Sa − Sa is one dimensional if a is minimal:
indeed minimality condition for ameans that Sa fulfils the Archimedes-Eudoxus
postulate, thus Sa−Sa form a one dimensional space over the reals (Dedekind).
If a and a′ are two incomparable minimal elements then Sa−Sa and Sa′ −Sa′
are linearly independent.
If instead of the Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate we assume the
Riesz additivity postulate Sa+c = Sa + Sc,
then there exist positive elements ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ dimH , forming a base in Sb,
unique up to proportionality: namely we take the order unit b and decompose
it inductively into minimal elements b = a1 + · · · + an (the process must be
possible for finite n because of the assumed finite dimensionality of H). Then
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one observe that Sb = Sa1+···+an = Sa1 + · · ·+San , thus ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n composes
a basis, so that n = dimH . One can then introduce the Hilbert space structure
into the linear space H generated by Sb, just assuming one of such canonical
bases to be orthonormal. Then Sb becomes a self-dual cone of positive elements
which is facially homogeneous in the sense of [Connes1974] (see definition below).
In this situation any two order units a and b are comparable: indeed b is an
order unit if and only if its components in the canonical orthonormal basis ai
are positive and non-zero and any two order units may be uniquely decomposed
in the canonical basis ai of (minimal) incomparable orthogonal elements. Their
comparability then follows from definition, as any two elements of Sai with
fixed i are comparable as ai is minimal and forms the space Sai fulfilling the
Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate. Two ratios b′ : b and a′ : a are equal if and
only if the first, transforming b into b′, multiplies the components of b in the
canonical basis ai by the same real numbers as the ratio a
′ : a transforming a
into a′. Thus the ratio b′ : b is well defined as a linear operator in H , uniquely
determined by the condition that it transforms b into b′, and every ratio acts as
an linear operator which is diagonal in the canonical basis ai. Thus in this case
the algebra of ratios is a commutative algebra of operators in the Hilbert space
H with every order unit being a cyclic and separating vector for the algebra.
Recall that if we consider the complexification HC = H ⊕ iH = Sb − Sb +
iSb−iSb of the real Hilbert spaceH then the algebra of ratios may be considered
the real part of the commutative algebra of C-linear operators, diagonal in the
canonical basis ai, restricted to the real subspace H ; although we may consider
also the operators of the algebra as extended over the whole complexified space
HC. Thus the algebra of ratios may be viewed as the self-adjoint part of the
commutative (von Neumann) algebra of linear operators in HC diagonal in the
orthonormal basis ai.
Self-duality of the cone Sb means that for every a ∈ H there exists a unique
decomposition called the Jordan decomposition of a such that a = a+ − a−,
with a+,a− ∈ Sb and 〈a+,a−〉 = 0. Here 〈·, ·〉 denote the inner product in H .
This property is equivalent (independently if H is or is not finite dimensional
– a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem) to the equality Sb = {x ∈ H :
〈x,a〉 ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ Sb} and it is this equality which is commonly called self-duality
of Sb. One immediately see that in this case Sb is self-dual in the sense of the
last equality also as a positive cone in HC.
A subset F ∈ Sb is called a face of Sb if it is a cone and if from 0 < x ≤ a,
and a ∈ F it follows that x ∈ F . For every face F there exists an orthogonal face
(we use self-duality of the cone Sb) F
⊥ = {x ∈ Sb : x⊥a for very a ∈ F}. A
cone Sb is called facially homogeneous if for any face F the operator PF −PF⊥
is a derivation of Sb, where PF is the orthogonal projection operator on the
linear subspace generated by the face F . For every positive quantity a, i.e.
belonging to Sb, we may consider a face 〈a〉 generated by it: intersection of all
faces containing a. Recall that as a result of the additivity postulate of Sect. 3
the face 〈a〉 is nothing else but the space Sa of (positive) quantities measured
by a: Sa = 〈a〉.
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We call a C-linear (resp. R-linear) operator δ acting in HC (resp. in H) a
derivation of the cone Sb whenever e
tδ transforms Sb into Sb for every real t
(etδ transforms the cone into the cone).
As follows from [Connes1974] the complex commutative (von Neumann) al-
gebra of C-linear operators in HC, diagonal in the canonical basis ai whose
self-adjont part is nothing else but our algebra of ratios, is equal to the set
of derivations of the cone Sb with the multiplication structure given by the
ordinary operator composition.
Remark A well known method of Riesz [Riesz1928] shows that Riesz
additivity postulate is equivalent to the assumption that the linear space H =
Sb − Sb form a lattice with the order <: for any c,d ∈ H there exist sup(c,d)
and inf(c,d). In this case one can put x+ = sup(x, 0) and x− = sup(−x, 0) =
− inf x, 0) to get a Jordan decomposition of x. In this lattice case were there
exist positive (minimal) elements mutually incomparable and orthogonal, which
span the whole space H , they give the minimal decomposition into a difference
of two positive elements: for any decomposition x = x′
+
−x′
−
with x′
±
∈ Sb we
have x′
+
≥ x+ and x′− ≥ x−. There does not exist such minimal decomposition
if there are no positive elements, i.e. elements of Sb, mutually incomparable and
orthogonal, which span Sb and thus the whole linear space H .
5 Second elementary example
One can consider further generalizations of the previous (first) elementary ex-
ample, using the results of [Connes1974], [Iochum1984].
Namely we interpret a general self-dual, facially homogeneous cone of pos-
itive elements in a real Hilbert space H giving the relation <, keeping finite
dimensionality of H , as Sb. Two elements are by definition incomparable in the
sense of the order structure < given by the cone of positive elements according
to the definition of Sect. 3 and, in addition, if they are orthogonal, as suggested
by the first elementary example of Sect. 4. Because of finite dimensionality every
element a of Sb may be decomposed into a finite sum of positive incomparable
and minimal elements ai, but in general if the Riesz additivity postulate is not
valid there does not exist any base of minimal positive elements of Sb, which
span Sb and H = Sb−Sb. In this case the algebra of ratios is non commutative.
Moreover if the Riesz additivity is not fulfilled, minimality of ai means that
there do not exist incomparable elements ai1 and ai2 such that ai = ai1 + ai2;
thus for no decomposition ai = ai1 + ai2 of ai can the elements ai1 and ai2
be separated by disjoint faces (having 0 as the only common element). This
means, as we will see below, that the face 〈ai〉 generated by ai, i.e. the set
Sai of elements measured by ai, is minimal, which in turn means that there
are no faces of the cone Sb properly contained in 〈ai〉 which are orthogonal (or
simply there are no faces properly contained in 〈ai〉 because to every face there
exists the orthoginal one). Only if the Riesz additivity is fulfilled, i.e. when
the order incomparability coincides with the orthogonality as in the preceding
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example, one can immediately see that the minimal face 〈ai〉 generated by ai
is one dimensional.7 We prefer here to stay on general grounds not assuming
that the minimal faces are one dimensional. But the ratios can still be uniquely
characterized by self adjoint derivations of the cone Sb, just as in the previous
elementary example of Sect. 4. In this non commutative case there are two
further possibilities:
1) If in addition the cone is orientable in the Connes sense of [Connes1974],
then the action of the ratios agrees with their action as linear operators,
and the ratios compose the self-dual part of a von Neumann algebra of
operators in HC with multiplication given by the ordinary operator com-
position. Although the von Neumann algebra is substantially smaller that
the algebra of all derivations of Sb, in contradistinction to the elementary
commutative example.
2) If the cone is not orientable then the composition of ratios gives a structure
of Jordan-Banach algebra, which does not agree with the action of ratios
as linear operators in H .
Before we proceed further we should explain the meaning of orientability
of the cone Sb in the sense of Alain Connes. One can see that derivations of
the cone compose a Lie algebra with the Lie structure given by the ordinary
commutator. If the quotient of the Lie algebra by its (Lie) center has a (Lie)
complex structure, then Connes calls the cone Sb orientable.
The fact that ratios are uniquely characterized by self adjoint derivations of
the cone Sb, viewed as R-linear operators acting in H may be expressed more
precisely in the following two theorems:
Theorem 1 For every ratio a′ : a there exist a unique self adjoint derivation
δ of Sb in H such that δa = a
′. For every ratio c′ : c such that c′ : c = a′ : a
we have: δc = c′.
We have also the converse
Theorem 2 Every self adjoint derivation δ of Sb defines a ratio a
′ : a, where
a is an order unit which may be decomposed into incomparable components lying
in spectral faces of δ and a′ = δa. Whenever a ratio c′ : c is comparable with
a′ : a and δc = c′, then we have c′ : c = a′ : a.
The proof in this elementary finite dimensional case requires only few elemen-
tary steps. It is convenient to introduce facial derivative δF =
1
2 (1+PF −PF⊥)
for every face F . Note that by assumption Sa1 = 〈a1〉 and Sa2 = 〈a1〉 are
disjoint (with 0 as the only common element) faces if a1 and a1 are incompa-
rable. Because a2 ∈ 〈a1〉
⊥
and 〈a2〉 is the smallest face containing a2, then
〈a2〉 ⊆ 〈a1〉
⊥
; thus 〈a1〉⊥〈a2〉 for incomparable elements a1 and a2. Let a′i and
7Although there are many interesting examples of finite dimensional self dual cones, facially
homogeneous, not fulfilling the Riesz additivity, which still have the property that minimal
faces are one dimensional.
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ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be the respective decompositions of a′ and a into incomparable
components. We can assume them of course to be minimal components in this
finite dimensional case. For every such decomposition we define the derivation
δa1+···+an = λ1δ〈a1〉 + . . .+ λnδ〈an〉, (3)
where
λi = inf{mi/ni : nia
′
i < miai, mi, ni ∈ N}, (4)
and 〈ai〉, 〈a′i〉 are the respective faces generated by ai and a′i. Because of
the assumed generalized completeness (Sect. 3), minimality of 〈ai〉 and of
closedeness of the Hilbert space H , we have λiai = a
′
i. Because δa1+···+ana =
λ1a1 + · · ·+ λnan, then δa1+···+ana = a
′. For any other such decompositions
(if possible) we obtain the corresponding derivations, which maps a into a′, but
any two such derivations must be equal as the unit order a is separating (and
cyclic) for the set of derivations, see [Iochum1984], Corollary II.5. Thus δ is
uniquely determined by the ratio a′ : a, if it is well defined at all. That the
derivation δ is well defined by the ratio a′ : a means that any two elements c′
and c composing a ratio c′ : c equal to a′ : a define the same derivation. But
that the derivation is well defined follows from the generalized Eudoxus-Euclid
definition of equality of ratios (see the Sect 1). Indeed, for the corresponding
decompositions c′i and ci of c
′ and c the existence of which is assured by that
definition, we have 〈ci〉 = 〈ai〉 with exactly the same corresponding λi, thus
δa1+···+an is equal to the corresponding δc1+···+cn and δ is well defined. This
ends the proof of Theorem 1.
In the proof of Theorem 2 we will use the following and easy ([Bell-I1979],
lemma III.3)
Lemma 1 If ν1 and ν2 are finite positive Borel measures on R such that∫
etλ dν1(λ) ≤
∫
etλ dν2(λ), for all real t,
and if ν2 is concentrated on an (not necessarily closed) interval, then ν1 is also
concentrated on the same interval.
Theorem 2 follows from an equivalent of the ordinary spectral theorem for
derivations, compare [Bell-I1979]. Let Pλ1 , . . . Pλm be the spectral projections of
δ corresponding to spectral values λ1, . . . λm. We observe first that the set Fλi =
PλiH∩Sb is a face. Indeed, let π(λ) be the increasing family of projectors giving
the projection valued spectral measure dπ(λ) of δ (of course purely discrete in
this finite dimensional case). Then ξ ∈ Fλi means that the spectral measure
dνξ(λ) = d〈ξ, π(λ)ξ〉 is concentrated at the point λi. Let η be such that 0 ≤
η ≤ ξ ∈ Fλi . Then 0 ≤ 〈e
tδη,η〉 ≤ 〈etδξ, ξ〉, for all real t. Thus by spectral
theorem ∫
etλ dνη(λ) ≤
∫
etλ dνξ(λ), for all real t,
which is possible only if the measure dνη is also concentrated at the point λi,
therefore η ∈ Fλi and Fλi is a face. Let ai be its order unit: 〈ai〉 = Fλi .
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Observe that Fλi cannot be {0} for all λi, as for any subspace L of H either
L ∩ Sb 6= {0} or L⊥ ∩ Sb 6= {0} (lemma III.4 of [Bell-I1979]). Note that
a = a1 . . . + an is an order unit if order units ai of all Fλi 6= {0} are here
included. Indeed by construction 〈a〉⊥ = {0}, and thus a must be an order
unit (in particular for finite dimensional cone weak interior points of the cone
and order units coincide, see [Iochum1984], as they have non-empty topological
interior). Therefore δa =
(
λ1δ〈a1〉+. . .+λnδ〈an〉
)
a, and because a is separating
for derivations we have
δ = λ1δ〈a1〉 + . . .+ λnδ〈an〉.
Let δa = a′ = λ1a1 + . . .+ λnan. We define a
′ : a as the ratio corresponding
to δ. Recall that by the uniqueness of the spectral family π(λ) (equivalently the
projectors Pλi) any other ratio c
′ : c defined by δ is comparable with a′ : a as it
is constructed by choosing other order units ci of Fλi . But then 〈ci〉 = 〈ai〉 and
δ act as a multiplication by λi within 〈ci〉 = 〈ai〉. Thus the ratios a′ : a and
c′ : c are equal in the sense of the generalized definition of equality of ratios.
Theorem 2 thus follows.
Having proved the Theorems 1 and 2, the two statements 1) and 2) at the
beginning of this Sect. are now immediate consequences of the results presented
in [Iochum1984], VI.2, restricted to finite dimension.
Remark Consider the Hilbert subspace Ha′:a = H〈a1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ H〈an〉
generated by the faces 〈ai〉 (i.e. each direct summand H〈ai〉 = 〈ai〉 − 〈ai〉 is
the Hilbert subspace generated by the face 〈ai〉). Note that not every vector η
of the subspace Ha′:a = H〈a1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ H〈an〉 may compose a ratio η : a with
a when some among the minimal faces 〈ai〉 are not one dimensional but have
higher dimension. Indeed only those η ∈ Ha′:a compose a ratio with a and fulfil
the condition 2) of the generalized completeness (Sect. 3) which are obtainable
from a by application of an operator which is a multiplication operator within
each direct summand subspace H〈ai〉. It is because a
′ is the image a′ = δa of
a under the action of the operator δ which act as step-wise diagonal operator,
which acts as multiplication operator in each orthogonal subspace H〈ai〉 that
the elements a′ and a fulfil also the condition 2) of generalized completeness
and do compose a ratio a′ : a.
5.1 Some remarks with a view toward infinite dimension
It will be instructive to give the decisive steps of the above simple proof a form
capable of further generalizations to infinite dimension of the next Sect. 6. First
note that for a being an order unit and for its decomposition a = a1 + a2 into
incomparable components a1 and a2 we easily check by an explicit inspection
that (
δ〈a〉 − δ〈a1〉
)
a = a2.
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Because δ〈a2〉a = a2 we have
(
δ〈a〉 − δ〈a1〉
)
a = δ〈a2〉a.
Thus it follows that
δ〈a1+a1〉a =
(
δ〈a1〉 + δ〈a2〉
)
a,
and because a is separating for derivations, we have
δ〈a1+a1〉 = δ〈a1〉 + δ〈a2〉, (5)
whenever a1+a2 is a decomposition of an order unit a into incomparable com-
ponents a1 and a2. Second, using the property (5) we can rewrite the derivation
(3) in the following form (assume in addition that the λi-s are increasingly or-
dered, if not – rearrange them):
δa1+···+an = λ1δ〈a1〉 + . . .+ λnδ〈an〉
= λ1δF (λ1) + λ2
(
δF (λ2) − δF (λ1)
)
+ λ3
(
δF (λ3) − δF (λ2)
)
. . .+ λn
(
δF (λn) − δF (λn−1)
)
, (6)
where λi 7→ F (λi) is an increasing family of faces F (λi) = 〈a1 + . . . + ai〉. To
them corresponds of course an increasing family of projectors λi 7→ P (λi) =
PF (λi), called the spectral family of the derivation δa1+···+an as well as the
spectral sum operator
λ1P (λ1) + λ2
(
P (λ2)− P (λ1)
)
+ λ3
(
P (λ3)− P (λ2)
)
. . .+ λn
(
P (λn)− P (λn−1)
)
. (7)
Third, consider the ratio a′ : a of the Theorem 1 and any decomposition a =
a1 + . . . + ak of a into incomparable components ai (not necessary minimal).
Then take one of the components, say ai and decompose it further ai = ai1+ai2
and consider the corresponding decomposition a′i = a
′
i1 + a
′
i2 of a
′
i and the
corresponding
λi = inf{mi/ni : nia
′
i < miai, mi, ni ∈ N},
λi1 = inf{mi1/ni1 : ni1a′i1 < mi1ai1, mi1, ni1 ∈ N},
λi2 = inf{mi2/ni2 : ni2a′i2 < mi2ai2, mi2, ni2 ∈ N},
then
λi1 ≤ λi and λi2 ≤ λi. (8)
Consider now any decreasingly directed family (sequence) of decompositions,
which means that in a decomposition of the family every component is fur-
ther decomposed into sub-components of the subsequent decomposition. (Of
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course any such decreasingly directed sequence of decompositions ends up with
a decomposition into minimal elements in this finite dimensional case.) Then
the spectral sum operators (7) of the derivations (6) corresponding to the de-
compositions are also decreasingly directed in the ordinary order of selfadjoint
operators8, as follows from (8). However the limiting spectral sum operator cor-
responding to decomposition into minimal components is not equal to the cor-
responding derivation (3). Note also ([Bell-I1979], prop. III.1) that by lemma
1 if λ 7→ π(λ) is the increasing spectral family λ 7→ π(λ) of projections of the
derivation operator (3) the sets
F (λi) = {x ∈ Sb : π(λi)x = x} (9)
are faces of the cone Sb. (In general for some subsequent λi and λi+1 it may
happen that the faces F (λi) and F (λi+1) coincide.)
However it is clear in this finite dimensional case that the spectral sum
operator (7) also determinates the corresponding derivation (6) uniquely: for
any self adjoint operator whose spectral family has the property that the set (9)
is a face of the cone Sb for every spectral value λi determinates a derivation of Sb
via the formula (6). Recall that the spectral sum operator and the corresponding
derivation δa1+···+an coincide in action on the order unit a = a1+ · · ·+an. An
analogue construction of derivation out of the spectral sum operator is possible
for infinite dimensional H . Namely, having an operator whose spectral family
π(λ) has the property that for every spectral value λ the set F (λ) = {x ∈
Sb : π(λ)x = x} is a face of Sb one can construct a derivation of Sb as in the
spectral theorem [Bell-I1979], using the spectral faces F (λ) as in the analogue
of the formula (6). This is important because in the infinite dimensional case it
is the decreasingly directed family of spectral sum (integral) operators analogue
to (7) and their limit which are more easily accessible than the corresponding
derivations.
6 Non-elementary example
Using the results of [Connes1974], [Bell-I1979] and [Bell-I1978], summarized in
[Iochum1984], we can give a non-elementary example.
Namely, just consider Sb as a general self-dual, facially homogeneous cone
as a cone of positive elements in a real Hilbert space H giving the relation <,
with H not necessary finite dimensional (although separable, and we assume
the topological interior of Sb to be non-empty). Two elements are incomparable
in the sense of the order structure < given by the cone of positive elements
according to the definition of Sect. 3 and, in addition, if they are orthogonal, as
suggested by the first elementary example of Sect. 4, but with some additional
proviso, following from infinite dimensionality. Namely, in this infinite dimen-
sional situation, it may happen that although there is no element which may be
commonly measured by two orthogonal elements a1 and a2, it may nonetheless
8A ≤ B iff B − A has positive spectrum.
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exits such x which can be approximated by the elements measured by a1 as
well as the same x may be approximated by elements measured by a2. In this
case (impossible for finite dimensional cone Sb) elements a1 and a2 cannot be
regarded as truly incomparable. We therefore must define two elements a1 and
a2 as incomparable if and only if they are orthogonal and if there exist closed
faces F1 and F2 of Sb such that ai ∈ Fi and F1∩F2 = {0}. Thus to the set Sa of
all elements measured by a it is natural to add all which may be approximated
by them in the norm of H .
In this situation the ratios can still be uniquely characterized by self adjoint
derivations of the cone Sb, just as in the previous elementary examples of Sect. 4
and 5. If the Riesz additivity is not fulfilled, then the algebra of ratios will be
non commutative, just as in the previous elementary example of Sect. 5. There
are two further possibilities in this case, exactly as in the second elementary
example of Sect. 5:
1) If in addition the cone is orientable in the Connes sense of [Connes1974],
then the action of the ratios agrees with their action as linear operators,
and the ratios compose the self-dual part of a von Neumann algebra of
operators in HC with multiplication given by the ordinary operator com-
position. Although the von Neumann algebra is substantially smaller that
the algebra of all derivations of Sb, just as in the second elementary exam-
ple of Sect. 4, and contrary to the first elementary commutative example
of Sect. 4.
2) If the cone is not orientable then the composition of ratios gives a structure
of Jordan-Banach algebra, which does not agree with the action of ratios
as linear operators in H , just as for the finite dimensional case of the
second elementary example.
We assume the cone Sb to have non empty topological interior in order to
exclude some infinite dimensional pathology. Under this assumption the prop-
erty of u to be an order unit, weak order unit (smallest face generated by u is
equal to Sb) or quasi-interior point of Sb (〈u〉⊥ = 0) coincide, see [Iochum1984],
proposition I.1.15, and all order units are separating for selfadjoint derivations
of Sb, compare [Iochum1984], corollary II.1.5. Thanks to the separability as-
sumption we have a sufficient supply of weak order units, and thus order units,
as the set of weak order units is dense in Sb, see e.g. [Bell-I1978], proposition
1.5, or [Iochum1984], proposition I.1.16 i); and thus the set of order units is
dense in Sb, because the topological interior of the cone Sb is non-empty. Be-
sides the separability of H allows us using the classical von Neumann theory of
decompositions in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 for the infinite dimensional
example of this Section.
For any element a ∈ Sb we can consider the intersection Fa of the faces
which are closed and contain a, i.e. the smallest among the faces which are
closed and contain a. In finite dimensional case this smallest face coincides with
〈a〉, i.e.the smallest face containing a. Note that for any incomparable elements
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a1 and a2 the closed faces generated by them Fa1 and Fa2 are orthogonal.
Indeed Fa1 ∩ Fa1 = {0}, and a2 ∈ Fa1 , thus Fa2 ⊆ F
⊥
a1
, so that Fa1⊥Fa2 .
The algebraically generated face 〈a〉, using +, < and multiplication by a
positive real is useless here because in general the topological closure of a face
may not be a face. Because the closed face Fa generated by a is the immediate
conceptual analogue of the “algebraically generated” face 〈a〉 (smallest face
containing a) of the previous Sect. and we will not use algebraically generated
faces here, then we denote the closed face Fa generated by a by the same symbol
〈a〉. This notation will reflect the conceptual linkage of this Section with the
previous one. Summing up
In this Section
Sa = 〈a〉
means the smallest and closed face containing a.
But recall that in the cited literature [Bell-I1979], [Bell-I1978] the symbol 〈a〉
denotes the smallest face containing a not necessary closed, and the notion of
closed face generated by a set of elements is not used there.
Thus an element a is minimal if and only if there does not exist two incompa-
rable elements a1 and a2 such that that a = a1+a2; thus for no decomposition
a = a1 + a2 can the elements ai be separated by orthogonal and closed faces.
In this situation for every closed face F = F¯ there exist an element x such
that F = 〈x〉 = Fx. Indeed, F is a self dual cone in the Hilbert subspace
HF = F − F ([Iochum1984], Lemma I.1.13 i)). Then because H is separable so
is HF , and there exist (even a set of such which is dense in HF ) a weak order
unit x of F , so that F = 〈x〉.
For a ratio a′ : a consider a decreasingly directed (in the sense of Subsect.
5.1) family (sequence) D of decompositions of a′ and corresponding to them
decompositions of a. For every decomposition a = a1 + . . . + an (and a
′ =
a′1 + . . . + a
′
n) of that family consider the corresponding derivation (6) with
λi given by (4) and the corresponding spectral sum operator (7). Note that the
derivation (6) and the corresponding operator (7) coincide in action on a giving
λ1a1 + . . .+ λnan. Because for any sub decomposition we have the inequality
(8), then the spectral sum operators (7) compose a decreasingly directed family
of operators (with the ordinary order: operator A is greater then B if A−B has
positive spectrum). Thus the family of spectral sum operators (7) corresponding
to the decreasingly directed family of decompositions has a weak operator limit,
say Q. Similarly the the operators
−λ1P ′(λ1) + λ2
(
P ′(λ1)− P ′(λ2)
)
+ λ3
(
P ′(λ2)− P ′(λ3)
)
. . .+ λn
(
P ′(λn − 1)− P ′(λn)
)
,
where P ′(λi) = PF (λi)⊥ converge weakly, and thus the corresponding derivations
(6) converge weakly to a selfadjoint operator δ. Because the set of self adjoint
derivations is weakly closed then the limit δ must be a selfadjoit derivation.
Moreover, strong operator closure and weak operator closure give rise to the
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same effect here thus, if δa = Qa = a′′, then λ1a1 + . . . + λnan converge in
norm to the element a′′.
Next, for every decomposition a = a1+ . . .+an of our decreasingly directed
family (sequence) of decompositions consider the Hilbert space
H〈a1〉 ⊕ . . .⊕H〈an〉. (10)
In this way we get a decreasingly directed net of Hilbert spaces
H = H〈a〉 ⊇ . . . ⊇ H〈a1〉 ⊕ . . .⊕H〈an〉
⊇
(
H〈a11〉 ⊕ . . .⊕H〈a1q1 〉
)
⊕ . . .⊕
(
H〈an1〉 ⊕ . . .⊕H〈anqn 〉
)
⊇ . . . (11)
in which for every pair of subsequent decompositions, namely a = a1+ . . .+an
and the subsequent one a =
(
a11+ . . .+a1q1
)
+ . . .+
(
an1+ . . .+anqn
)
(where
ai = ai1+ . . .aiqi are the corresponding sub decompositions of ai) we have the
inclusions of the corresponding Hilbert spaces
H〈ai〉 ⊇ H〈ai1〉 ⊕H〈ai2〉 ⊕ . . .⊕H〈aiqi 〉.
Consider next the intersection Ha′:a of all decreasing Hilbert spaces (11). It
is the immediate analogue of the Hilbert space Ha′:a constructed in Remark
of Sect. 5. By construction a,a′, as well as all components ai,a
′
i of the
considered decreasing net (sequence) of decompositions belong to Ha′:a. Note
also that for every Hilbert space (10), corresponding to any decomposition a =
a1 + . . . + an of our decreasingly directed family (net, we choose it to be a
sequence) of decompositions, we have the intersection property
Ha′:a
⋂(
H〈a1〉 ⊕ . . .⊕H〈an〉
)
= H1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Hn = Ha′:a where Hi ⊆ H〈ai〉.
Writing symbolically the sequence of intersections of Ha′:a (i.e. decompositions
of Ha′:a) with the sequence of Hilbert spaces (11) by
Ha′:a = . . . = H
i
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕H
i
ni = H
i+1
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕H
i+1
ni+1 = . . . = Ha′:a (12)
we obtain a decreasingly directed net (sequence) of direct sum decompositions
of Ha′:a in which every direct summand H
i
k of a decomposition H
i
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕H
i
ni
is equal to a direct sum Hik = H
i+1
k1
⊕ . . .⊕Hi+1kp of some of the direct summands
of the subsequent decomposition Hi+11 ⊕ · · · ⊕H
i+1
ni+1 .
To every such decomposition Hi+11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ H
i+1
ni+1 in the sequence (12) of
decompositions of Ha′:a, consider the commutative algebra Ci (as algebra of
operators in Ha′:a) corresponding to it via the general von Neumann theory
of Hilbert space decompositions. By construction we obtain in this way an in-
creasing commutative von Neumann decomposition algebras, which mutually
commute. (Note in passing that all derivations (6) corresponding to the decom-
positions of our deceasing family (sequence) of decompositions commute, as well
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as the corresponding spectral sum operators (7), as a consequence of Lemma
III.2 of [Bell-I1979].) Consider the weak closure of the sum of all of them,
and denote by C =
(⋃
Ci
)′′
. To the algebra C corresponds a direct integral
decomposition
Ha′:a =
∫
Σ
Hσ dµ(σ) (13)
of the Hilbert spaceHa′:a into the Hilbert spacesHσ with respect to a measure µ
on Σ. This is the immediate analogue of the direct sum decomposition Ha′:a =
H〈a1〉 ⊕ . . .⊕H〈an〉 into Hilbert spaces generated by minimal faces of the finite
dimensional example, compare Remark of Sect. 5. Any element of the direct
integral Hilbert space (13) and in particular ai ∈ Ha′:a can be written as the
vector integral
ai =
∫
Σ
ai(σ) dµ(σ)
of a vector valued function σ 7→ ai(σ), in which ai(σ) ∈ Hσ for almost every
σ ∈ Σ and for which ∫
Σ
|ai(σ)|
2 dµ(σ) <∞.
For any two incomparable components ai and aj of any decomposition of our
decreasingly directed family (sequence) of decompositions we have
suppai ∩ suppaj = ∅
(up to a µ-measure zero set), where suppaj and suppaj are Σ-supports of
the functions σ 7→ ai(σ) and σ 7→ aj(σ). Indeed, by construction orthogonal
projectors P1 and P2 in Ha′:a on a1 and a2 commute and are contained in
C (recall that also all spectral sum operators (7) and derivation operators (6)
corresponding to the decompositions of D commute in H , as a consequence e.g.
of the lemma III.2 of [Bell-I1979]) and thus they commute in Ha′:a and so with
C).
Note also that
suppa′i ⊆ suppai
for ai corresponding to a
′
i.
Assume now, that our family D (sequence) of decreasingly directed decom-
positions fulfils the condition 2) of the generalized completeness of Subsect. 3.
By the condition 2) of the generalized completeness and by the property (8) we
have
a′ =
∫
Σ
f(σ)a(σ) dµ(σ) where f = inf fi,
λ1a1 + · · ·+ λnan =
∫
Σ
fi(σ)a(σ) dµ(σ),
where f and fi are real valued positive functions of L
2(Σ, µ), fi are step-wise
functions bounded from below, and inf fi is with respect to the ordinary order
in the function space with fi corresponding to the i-th decomposition a =
a1 + · · · + an of our decreasingly directed sequence of decompositions. Thus
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on account of a well known theorem of measure theory fi converge to f in the
L2(Σ, µ)-norm and by the ordinary properties of Hilbert space integrals it means
that λ1a1+ . . .+λnan converge in norm to the element a
′, so that the equality
must hold a′ = a′′ for the limit element a′′ which has been found above. Thus
for the derivation δ constructed above we have δa = a′. Because a is separating
for derivations of the cone Sb then such derivation, which maps a into a
′, is
determined uniquely.
Now for any other ratio c′ : c = a′ : a we obtain in this way the same
derivation, as immediately follows from the above construction of δ and from
the generalized definition of equality of ratios. Indeed, for the corresponding
ci we have 〈ci〉 = 〈ai〉 with the same λi, and thus we will obtain exactly the
same sequence of corresponding derivations weakly converging to the same δ.
Theorem 1 thus follows.
In proving Theorem 2 we can assume the derivation δ to be positive as
a selfadjoint operator (positive spectrum). Consider the increasing spectral
family λ 7→ π(λ) of the operator δ analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2
for the finite dimensional H of Sect. 5. Divide the spectral interval [0, ‖ δ ‖]
into subintervals [0, λ1], (λ1, λ2], . . . (λn−1, λn] and consider the corresponding
spectral projectors Pλi−λi−1 = π(λi) − π(λi−1). Then by lemma 1 the subset
Fλi = Pλi−λi−1H∩Sb is a closed face, compare the proof of Theorem 2 for finite
dimensional H in Sect. 5 (compare also the proof of prop. III.1 in [Bell-I1979]).
To every face Fλi consider its order unit ai: 〈ai〉 = Fλi . By construction
because the topological interior of Sb is non-empty a = a1 + . . . + an must
be an order unit separating for derivations. Let a′ = δa, then we define the
ratio a′ : a as corresponding to δ. Exactly as above we construct the Hilbert
space Ha′:a, using the Hilbert spaces H〈a1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ H〈an〉 corresponding to
subdivisions [0, λ1], (λ1, λ2], . . . (λn−1, λn] of the spectral interval which compose
a decreasingly directed sequence of subdivisions. By construction the derivations
λ1δ〈a1〉 + . . .+ λnδ〈an〉
converge weakly to δ (the proof is essentially the same as in the construction of
the proof of Theorem 2). Next note that if c′ : c is another ratio corresponding
to δ then Hc′:c = Ha′:a by the uniqueness of the spectral family π(λ) of δ.
Finally note that for c′ : c which is comparable with a′ : a, we also must have
Hc′:c = Ha′:a, because for the decreasing sequence of decompositions of a
there must exists corresponding sequence of decompositions of c such that for
any corresponding components of those decompositions we have c′i ∈ 〈ai〉 and
a′i ∈ 〈ci〉 and 〈ci〉 = 〈ai〉. Because δ by construction acts as a multiplication
(“diagonal”) operator in Hc′:c = Ha′:a, then the two ratios c
′ : c and a′ : a
must be equal in the sense of the generalized definition.
Summing up
The Theorems 1 and 2 are also true for infinite dimensional and separable
H with a self dual facially homogeneous cone Sb with non empty topological
interior.
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Having the Theorems 1 and 2 at hand the assertions 1) and 2) at the
beginning of this Section follow now from the results presented in [Iochum1984],
VI.2, restricted to cone with non empty topological interior.
Remark 1 Note that the commutative von Neumann algebra C is maximal
in Ha′:a iff all the Hilbert spaces Hσ in (13) are one dimensional and thus iff
the following theorem holds: if dim〈c〉 > 1 then 〈c〉 is not a minimal face, i.e. c
is a sum of two incomparable positive components. (Recall that for every closed
face F we have F = 〈c〉 for some c.) This is the infinite dimensional analogue
of the property that every minimal face is one dimensional. In particular if C
is maximal in Ha′:a, then all faces corresponding to the discrete points of the
support of the measure µ in the formula (13) are one dimensional. If this is not
the case, and thus Hσ is higher dimensional for σ of a set of positive µ-measure,
then not all elements η of the Hilbert space Ha′:a can compose a ratio η : a
with a, exactly as in the finite dimensional example, compare Remark of Sect.
5. Note also that the inclusions ⊇ of (11) turn into equalities if and only if the
Riesz additivity postulate is assumed. In this case C is maximal, the algebra of
ratios is commutative and equal C. If this is so, then there exists a set of positive
“elements”, aσ, σ ∈ Σ (direct integral components aσ = a(σ) of any order unit
a ∈ Ha′:a viewed as the direct integral (13) of Hilbert spaces Hσ) whose “direct
integral combinations” span H , which in this case is equal to Ha′:a. Thus any
order unit is comparable with any other geometric object, as well as all ratios
are comparable. This is not true of course if the Riesz additivity is violated and
the inclusions ⊇ in (11) are proper.
Remark 2 Note that in fact we do not use the so called facial spectral
theorem for derivations of facially homogeneous self dual cones, but rather we
give a proof of it inspired by a generalized theory of ratios, independent of that
given in [Bell-I1979] and repeated in [Iochum1984]; however, the proof presented
here works only for the special case of cones with non empty topological interior.
The Theorems 1 and 2 are in fact implicitly equivalent to the facial spectral
theorem for derivations. Let us formulate this theorem in full generality as it
stands in [Bell-I1979]:
Let H be a real Hilbert space and H+ be a self-dual, facially homogeneous
(and symmetric) cone in H. Then for any selfadjoint derivation there
exists a unique increasing family of faces R ∋ λ 7→ F (λ) such that
i) F (λ) = F (λ)⊥⊥ for all λ.
ii) F (a− ǫ) = F (b + ǫ)⊥ = 0 for all ǫ > 0 if spec δ ⊆ [a, b].
iii)
⋂
ǫ>0 F (λ+ ǫ) = F (λ).
iv) δ =
b+∫
a−
λdδF (λ) (Lebesque-Stieltjes weak integral).
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7 Multiplication of measured quantities accord-
ing to Newton
As we have mentioned in Sect. 1 Newton distinguishes between the geometric
quantities which can be measured and the ratios acting on them as operations.
No natural multiplication can be introduced into the space of geometric quan-
tities with magnitude, or with dimension, as we would say today, which can be
measured by ratios. Today when the system(s) of units are standardized we
could easily overlook this fundamental difference between dimensionless ratios
and measured (geometric) quantities with dimension. But indeed Newton is
right: no natural multiplication can be introduced into the space of quantities
with dimension. However, in the Hellenistic theory (followed by Newton) multi-
plication9 of ratios a′ : a and b′ : b, say of segments a′,a, b′, b of the line, can
be represented by the ratio a′× b′ : a×b, where a′×b′,a×b are the respective
rectangles. Indeed, as we have already explained Newton understood ratios as
operations acting on measured quantities, just like Sumerians did of fractions –
independently of the representation. Thus the eventual proof of this assertion
he could realize in the following three steps. 1) The assignment a 7→ a × b
(fixed b) gives an equivalent representation of the algebra of ratios acting in the
space of rectangles. 2) a′ : a and b′ : b can be represented by a′× b : a×b and
b′× a′ : b×a′. 3) The assertion follows now from the definition of multiplication
of ratios as composition of operations.
This approach cannot be mistaken with the so called geometrical algebra10
of ancient Greeks, understood as independent of the non-elementary theory of
ratios, which is beset with many limitations: e.g. no way of comparing rectangles
with cubes.
Newton generalizes this approach, in a way suggested by his experimentally
motivated mathematics. In reality of experimental practice, as he notices at the
beginning of his Principia, for any pair of two (geometric) quantities v1 and v2
with magnitude, which can be measured, there is another quantity v1⊗v2 with
magnitude (of another dimension) which depends linearly on the first v1 and
linearly on the second v2, and as we could say today that it is (or not) univer-
sal bilinear – just our tensor product (or its quotient). And it is because the
sufficiently great supply of such bi-linearly and multi-linearly dependent quan-
tities do exist that we can introduce a multiplication into the space of geometric
quantities composing together a hierarchy of geometric quantities (we would
say today a tensor product algebra) composed of the two-, three-, and higher-
linearly dependent quantities. Such bi- or multi-linear dependence is called by
Newton conjunct dependence. Thus for example if all important observables,
or results of all experiments could ultimately be expressed by quantities of a
fixed hierarchy of quantities, composing a fixed tensor algebra, then this alge-
bra should play a fundamental role. In particular, speaking in a slightly more
modern terms, if all quantities of the hierarchy are magnitudes whose dimensions
9As composition of operations
10Term used by Heath in his commentaries to Elements and Archimedes’ writings.
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are powers of [cm] and [s], which is already suggested by Newton’s mechanics
itself, as this is mechanics of motion, and motion may be characterised in terms
of [cm] and [s], and confirmed by the subsequent physics11, then the algebra of
space-time should play (and as we already know does) a fundamental role in
physics. Notwithstanding its role (or any other algebra), so profound or not, it
is the sufficiently great supply of multi-linearly depended quantities which al-
lows us to construct the tensor algebra. In this situation there is a distinguished
linear space V , preferably finite dimensional which generates the algebra as the
tensor algebra T (V ) over V . It is not at all trivial if such a sufficient supply of
of quantities vi ∈ V and quantities v1⊗v2, v1⊗v2⊗v3 . . . multi dependent on
V indeed do exist in reality nor if the multi linear dependence ⊗ is symmetric.
In the second case the tensor algebra is non commutative.
Before we proceed further on let us quote the first two definitions of Principia
together with some fragments of the comments attached to them (according to
Motte [Newton-M1729]) where Newton speaks about this:
“DEFINITION I. The quantity of matter is the measure of the same, arising
from its density and bulk conjunctly.
Thus air of a double density, in a double space, is quadruple in quantity; in
a triple space, sextuple in quantity. [...]
DEFINITION II. The quantity of motion is the measure of the same, arising
from the velocity and quantity of matter conjunctly.
The motion of the whole is the sum of the motions of all the parts; and
therefore in a body double in quantity, with equal velocity, the motion is double;
with twice the velocity, it is quadruple. [...]”
Now Newton proposes to apply his generalized theory of ratios to represent
the ⊗ by the multiplication of ratios. And thus ratio of his conjunctly dependent
quantities a′⊗b′ and a⊗b should be equal to the composition of the respective
ratios a′ : a and b′ : b. This makes sense also for non symmetric ⊗ because the
ratios understood as operators are not necessarily commutative, as explained in
the previous Sections.
Of course in the degenerate case of one dimensional space V of geometric
quantities, i.e. fulfilling the Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate, all “tensors” AB×
AB, AB×AB×AB, . . .AB×. . .×AB, may be represented by ratios of segments
on the line, which we nowadays interpret by a theorem that R⊗RR ≃ R, meaning
that the tensor product over reals V ⊗ V of one dimensional spaces V over the
reals is again isomorphic to the same one dimensional space V . But Newton’s
11As emphasized by Einstein, every observation or measurement ultimately rests on the
coincidence of two independent events at the same space-time point. This observation seems
to have much more profound justification then Einstein himself could imagine. For example
without the locality principle in quantum field theory we lost physical interpretation for the
scattering processes, not to mention the geometric interpretation of quantum particle within
the Haag’s algebraic QFT. This seems to be ignored by those who try to “quantize gravity”
along the standard lines.
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treatment is much more wise than ours today, even in this one dimensional case,
i.e. in treatment of multiplication of scalar quantities with dimension. Today
we multiply them but before we fix the units (which is not wise and depends on
the units, as any practising physicist knows). Newton’s approach is universal
and independent of the accepted system of units, but requires a much advanced
mathematical maturity.
The situation becomes non trivial if the linear space of measured (geometric)
quantities V (spanned by generators) is higher dimensional and, thus, when the
Archimedes-Eudoxus postulate is not fulfilled. In this case the tensor algebra
T (V ) may be higher dimensional, and it may even happen (depending on the
relations posed on linear generators, i.e. on the the base of the linear space of
geometric quantities, because ⊗ may not be universal, in which case the tensor
algebra generated by it is a quotient algebra of the true tensor algebra T (V ) of
V ) may have infinite dimension over the reals. In this case if the suggestion of
Newton is to be realizable the Hilbert spaceH of the previous Sections must have
infinite dimension in order that the ratios may provide a faithful representation
of ⊗, as Newton suggests it. Even more interesting situation arises when the
distinguished space V of geometric quantities has not only higher dimension,
but when ⊗ is non-symmetric. Still the suggestion of Newton is realistic, as we
explained it in the previous Sections, because the algebra of ratios may as well
be non commutative, so that ⊗ a priori can still be faithfully represented by
ratios, as required by Newton.
Remark 1 The reader will consult the way in which we build today
algebras over fields at the purely algebraic level, [Lang1970], compare in partic-
ular the construction of quadratic algebras in the algebraic theory of quantum
groups in [Manin1988]; and then compare it, please, with a very non-trivial way
of introducing a Hilbert space representation of the generators for the quan-
tum compact group according to [Woronowicz1987] and [Woronowicz1987]. Of
course if the relation posed on ⊗ is that it should be symmetric, then the tensor
algebra it generates over V is nothing else but the ordinary symmetric tensor
algebra S(V ) isomorphic to the ordinary algebra of polynomial functions on V ,
compare e.g. [Lang1970].
An important moral of this story is that we should expect a distinguished
number of generators to exist, which generate the tensor algebra (say a basis of
V ). Here we touch a very delicate point. Only the tensor method of Newton
suggests the existence of distinguished generators equal in number to the di-
mension of the spectrum of the tensor algebra viewed as an algebra represented
by ratios in the Hilbert space H (or HC). At the pure measure level of the
previous Sections no generators may be distinguished, as the measure structure
is completely ”blind” as to the dimension of the spectrum of (commutative) von
Neumann algebra and doesn’t “feel” any topological, differential, and geomet-
ric invariants. Indeed recall e.g. the theorem (separable HC): in any weakly
closed (commutative) ring C in HC, there exists a hermitian operator A which
generates this ring, i. e. the smallest weakly closed algebra of operators con-
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taining A equals C. This is the differential structure which we need here, which
distinguishes the generators. Although topology also distinguishes them, it is
not so computationally effective and not so much algebraically accessible and
experimentally suggestive as the differential one.
Let us note some interesting corollaries which follows from the results of
Sections 4, 5 and 6: if ⊗ is to be represented faithfully by the ratios whose
action as ratios coincides with the ordinary linear operator action and in addition
⊗ is non-symmetric, then the complex structure is necessary, and the ratios
representing⊗ compose a subset of the selfadjont part of a von Neumann algebra
of operators acting in a complex Hilbert space HC. Only if ⊗ is symmetric and
the corresponding multiplication of ratios is commutative the complex structure
is not a priori necessary and a representation of ⊗ as selfadjoint operators in a
real Hilbert spaceH is still possible. Note the analogy with quantum mechanics,
where the Heisenberg commutation rules introduce the “magic” imaginary i.
Remark 2 Although the analogy with quantum mechanics is evident, it
cannot be understood too naively. In particular in the ordinary (nonrealativis-
tic) quantum mechanics the algebra of observables is irreducibly represented in
the Hilbert space (it is that there are some additional, accidental circumstances,
and the so called von Neumann-Stone uniqueness theorem, that we can distin-
guish uniquely such a representation). In the case of Newton’s multiplication
the representation of ratios is far from being irreducible in H (or HC). It is per-
haps most easily visible in the case of commutative multiplication of ratios when
the Riesz additivity is fulfilled, where all Hilbert spaces Ha′:a corresponding to
ratios a′ : a are equal to H . The algebra of ratios representing ⊗ is contained
in this case in the algebra C of Sect. 6 (compare Remark 1 of that Sect.).
By construction C does not act irreducibly in H . Of course the mathematical
analysis cannot recover physical underpinnings which are hidden behind the
noncommutative multiplication of measured quantities. The simplest relation
(if any) may be in this: either 1) the algebra of ratios (representing the alge-
bra generated by representors of T (V )) with its representation in H (or HC) is
a subalgebra of the observable algebra with a class of representations induced
by the representation of the observable algebra or 2) vice versa. However 1)
is only possible for the algebra of quantum fields (and not for the observable
algebra of the ordinary quantum mechanics), where non-trivial selection type
construction, like 1), is possible. Indeed in the algebraic quantum field theory
the selection-type construction 1) for classical (in the sense: non superposing)
quantities, like charges, has already been carried on [Haag1994]. The author
has undertaken investigation of the possibility 1) within a research summarised
in [Wawrzycki2011]. Physics which is behind the non commutativity of mul-
tilication would in this case (i.e. 1)) be deeply connected with the division of
measured quantities into two classes : superposing and non superposing (say
classical). But the problem of the connection between Newton’s idea and nowa-
days physics is for now open.
Thus Newton’s idea consequently realized leads to the assumption that there
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should exist a number of generators (corresponding to basic measurable quan-
tities vi of V ) which together with the quantities vi ⊗ vj , . . .vi ⊗ . . . ⊗ vj
conjunctly dependent on them should be represented as operators (ratios) in a
Hilbert space HC (resp. H). These generators, viewed as operators in HC (resp.
H), should be sufficiently smooth in order to be subject to Newton’s differential
calculus and flexible enough to supply a sufficiently reach set of representors of
measurable quantities. Now as we know today commutator A 7→ [D,A] with a
fixed operator D is a natural action representing a derivation (fulfilling Leib-
niz rule) as acting on operators in HC. “Smooth operator” means that it lies
within the domain of all powers of the derivation (being a ratio of geometric
representors of fluents which can be expanded in Taylor series). Connes in his
non-commutative geometry [Connes1994] interprets D as the Dirac operator in
the general Atiyah-Singer index theorem – a very deep and non-trivial recogni-
tion. Can the generalized Newton’ idea of generalized ratios and his tensor-like
mode of definition of multiplication of measured quantities throw an indepen-
dent light on this recognition? For example can we find an independent way of
constructing appropriate D, just as we have found an independent proof of the
facial spectral theorem for derivations12 at the pure measure level, inspired by
Newton’s approach to ratios? We expect we can, at least as for some impor-
tant aspects. This step requires of course a separate and extensive examination,
which we postpone to another occasion, and leave as an open problem for now.
8 Historical Remarks
It is truly amazing that the ingenious idea of Newton presented here has been
overlooked both by mathematicians and by physicists. Unfortunately the origi-
nal and consequent notation of Newton as well as his usage of the therm ratio,
as presented in the first three Latin editions of Principia, has subsequently been
disturbed in all subsequent translations which reflects the fact that the idea of
Newton was generally invisible both from the viewpoint of his contemporaries
and also for the subsequent generations. The translator’s practice in “smoothing
opaque and old style of expression” has frequently fatal consequences: rather it
is frequently that our look at things is stupid and not the style of our fathers
opaque. Perhaps the difficulty with the reception of this idea is that Newton
joined together two great ideas at once: tensor product and functional analysis,
each of which taken separately is of that kind which requires of us a dramatic
effort of will to notice it, but immediately after it is recognized it seems very
simple (erroneously recognized as trivial). And thus it is known among mathe-
maticians that Weyl’s book on algebraic structures [Weyl1946] would be quite
sufficient for nowadays mathematics but essentially the only thing which makes
the book dated today is the lack of the construction of tensor product space,
such as we can find e. g. in the already cited book [Lang1970], and which
was implicitly used by Newton in his Principia. Thus in this respect Pricipia
are algebraically more advanced than Weyl’s book [Weyl1946] written in 20th
12These derivations should not be mixed with the derivation of the differential calculus.
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century by a leading mathematician of that century. Almost the same situation
we have for the second component idea : functional analysis. This idea had
found first, systematic and unified formulation in the famous research book of
Banach [Banach1932]. Newton’s idea, almost forgotten, has subsequently been
continued by Riemann and Dedekind but only as it concerns the functional an-
alytic point of view. However the arithmetic construction of reals by Dedekind
[Dedekind1872], although inspired by the definition of equality of ratios as pre-
sented in Euclid Elements, get lost the duality between the space of geometric
quantities and their ratios viewed as operators acting in the space. Dedekind’s
construction of reals has been concentrated only on the arithmetic side. His con-
struction, unfortunately devoid of the representation aspect, has been continued
by Kantorovich [Kantorovitch1937], who applied the algebraic-order method to
investigate the space of continuous functions on the interval (or more generally
on the compact and locally compact Hausdorff spaces). This investigations in
turn were continued by Fre´de´ric Riesz [Riesz1928], [Riesz1940] and finally by
Mark and Selim Krein [Krein1940] and [Krein1943]. M. Krein and S. Krein
characterised in purely algebraic-order therms the space of continuous functions
on a compact Hausdorff space in a representation-free manner. Namely they
consider a linear semi-ordered space E over the reals satisfying the following
axioms: for any x ∈ E and any λ ∈ R
Axiom I. If x > 0, then x 6= 0.
Axiom II. If x > 0 and y > 0, then x+ y > 0.
Axiom III.For every element x there exists an element x+ > 0 (the
positive part of x), such that x+ − x ≥ 0 and x′ − x+ ≥ 0 for any x′ that
verifies two conditions x′ ≥ 0 and x′ − x ≥ 0.
Axiom IV. If λ > 0 and x > 0, then λx > 0.
Axiom V.There exists in E an element u > 0 such that for every x 6= 0
of E the set of positive numbers t for which −tu < x < tu is non-empty
and its greatest lower bound (inf) is different from zero.
(Recall that the Axiom III is equivalent to the existence of a minimal decom-
position x = x+ − x− (x− = (−x)+), compare the Remark of Sect. 4). Then
the greatest lower bound of Axiom V they define as a norm ‖ x ‖u of x, norms
‖ · ‖u for different choices of u are equivalent. A linear functional f on E they
define to be positive (written f > 0) if for every x > 0 we have f(x) > 0. The
method of Riesz and Kantorovitch easily show that the dual space also verifies
the Axioms I-V with the norm ‖ f ‖u= sup−u<x<u |f(x)| equal f(u) if f > 0.
Then the set Hu of all positive functionals with norm equal 1 is regularly con-
vex and by the classical Krein-Milman theorem possesses extreme points, the
totality of which we denote by S. Let us call them pure states. In this situation
they proved the following theorem:
Let the space E be complete in the norm ‖ · ‖u. Then there is in E a
uniquely defined commutative operation of multiplication E×E ∋ (x, y) 7→
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xy which turns E into a ring with unit u and for which xy > 0 if x > 0
and y > 0. This operation being established, a necessary and sufficient
condition that a functional f 6= 0 is a pure state is that f(xy) = f(x)f(y).
The space E is isomorphic to the space of all continuous functions on the
compact Hausdorf space S with the weak topology. The isomorphism is
given by E ∋ x 7→ ϕx ∈ C(S), where ϕx(f) = f(x).
However this approach, which seems to be initiated by Dedekind, although
it could be inspired by Newton himself, was devoid of the representation aspect,
and by this was not well suited for generalizations covering interesting non
commutative algebras. Only the representation aspect inscribed naturally into
the Eudoxus theory of ratios allows natural such generalizations. Thus it seems
that Newton’s great idea had not been drawn to the attention of the twentieth
century mathematicians also in its aspect concerning functional analytic view
at the theory of ratios.
The linkage of the representation free approach of these works of Riesz,
Kanorovich and Krein [Krein1940] and [Krein1943] to the representation theory
goes through the Riesz representation theorem and the Lebesgue measure and
integral: indeed for any positive functional f on E we get a representation of
E (viewed as algebra) in the Hilbert space H = L2(S, µ), for the measure µ
on S given canonically by the functional f (interpreted as Radon integral on
E) as multiplication algebra (with action given by point-wise multiplication).
Thus the fundamental representation aspect, recognized at once by Newton,
has been regained in a roundabout way in the historical development of math-
ematics. Gelfand’s way of inventing his C*-algebras seems to proceed from
the opposite direction: in recognition that for uniformly closed subalgebras of
operators in Hilbert space one can reject the whole Hilbert space representa-
tion ballast and one can essentially characterise them by their purely algebraic
structure (corresponding to the canonical topological structure in the category
of its *-representations, as subsequently interpreted within the non-commutative
geometry). Although this greatly simplify technicalities we must nevertheless
remember that it is the representation aspect which lies at the roots of the pro-
found duality geomery-algebra already recognized by Newton in his generalized
theory of ratios and his construction of multiplication of measured geometric
quantities and which seems to be fundamental for physics.
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